ABSTRACT In order to achieve universal and personalized cloud service choices in a social network environment, we propose a cloud service selection method based on trust and user preference clustering. The method performs a comprehensive trust evaluation, which is used to evaluate and select cloud services. Meanwhile, we propose an improved condensed hierarchical clustering method based on user preference similarity to further improve the accuracy of recommendation trust. A cloud model-based approach is used to measure similarities between users, and then a hierarchical clustering method is used to divide users into different domains according to user similarity. The final recommendation trust will be obtained, which includes the intra-domain recommendation trust and the extra-domain recommendation trust. The comprehensive trust of cloud services, which consists of direct trust and recommended trust. Simulation experiments verify the accuracy and superiority of the clustering algorithm. Experimental results show that the cloud service selection method improves the transaction success rate and enables users to select more satisfactory cloud services.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud services refer to resources and applications which are provided through the Internet or cloud computing platforms, and users can access cloud services at any time. There are three popular cloud service modes in cloud computing: IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), SaaS (Software as a Service) and PaaS (Platform as a Service). Gartner predicts that the global public cloud services market will grow by 17.3% from $185.8 billion in 2018, and is expected to reach $206.2 billion in 2019. The Chinese enterprise cloud service market is expected to reach 60.36 billion in 2020. In recent years, cloud services have been widely used and applied in many fields, including e-commerce, education, medical care, finance, etc., and they are more and more closely integrated with people's daily life, and also provide a broad range for improving cloud service selection. Cloud services are open,
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versatile and resource dynamic, when cloud services are provided to users, users have doubts about the trustiness of cloud services. Therefore, the trustiness of cloud services has become a research object of many scholars. The trustiness of cloud services means that the behavior of the cloud service meets the user's expectations, indicating that the cloud service is trusted. This paper mainly investigates how to select the cloud services by evaluating the trustiness of cloud services.
Trust has different definitions in the fields of marketing, management, psychology, and computer. This paper believes that trust is the ability of the agent to deliver to both parties and the ability to perform a certain behavior in a specific context. Trust refers to the willingness of both parties and the ability to perform an action; it is a subjective evaluation of the identity and behavior of the other party through their experience and other relevant knowledge. Trust is subjective, time-sensitive, transitive, asymmetrical and measurable. When users select cloud services, there are problems such as VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ different context-aware of users and personalized needs of users, then users haven't able to efficiently select the cloud services and an effective method is needed to measure the trustiness of cloud services. Because users are affected by their own abilities and subjective factors, they may not be able to accurately express their own service attribute preferences. Many users have personalized service requirements. They have their own preferences for service scoring, service attribute scoring, and service attribute preferences. The existing selection methods do not make full use of this preference similarity.
Compared with traditional cloud service choices, researchers face more complex and varied network environments, and need to accurately extract the context and personalized preferences of users in order to effectively measure the trustworthiness of cloud services. Because cloud service has the characteristics of virtualization, openness, transparency, dynamic resource changes, security, etc. Existing cloud service selection methods usually only focus on context information, Quality of Service (QoS), etc., while ignoring interaction and personalization requirements between users. When users select cloud services, they face the problems of cloud service QoS diversity, complexity, and the trustworthiness of cloud services. Meanwhile, cloud service publishers provide different quality services, which gradually triggers users' trust crisis on cloud services. In order to ensure that users can choose high-quality, high-security services, an efficient and effective cloud service selection method is needed, which allows users to choose high quality, high security services that meet their needs. This paper proposes a cloud service selection method based on trust and user preference clustering (CSSM-TUPC). The user preference similarity is calculated by cloud model-based method, and the user preference similarity is used for clustering, so as to effectively measure the trustworthiness of cloud service. The advantages of the proposed method are listed as follows: it can efficiently cluster by user preference similarity for calculating the recommended trust, it improves the success rate of interaction, and users can choose a satisfactory cloud service. The contributions of this paper are three-fold:
(1) We propose an improved condensed hierarchical clustering method based on user preference similarity. The cloud model-based approach is used to measure similarities between users.
(2) Users choose the cloud service through the comprehensive trust of cloud services, which consists of direct trust and recommended trust.
(3) We propose an improved condensed hierarchical clustering recommendation algorithm. The preference similarity between two users is mapped to ''distance'', and merged through certain conditions to form different user domains. Through the optimal user preference domain, the effective recommendation trust degree is calculated.
After this Introduction, Section 2 introduces some related works. Section 3 describes the definitions and the system model. Section 4 presents cloud service selection algorithms, which considers direct trust and recommended trust. Section 5 describes experiment study, where we evaluate the performance of the improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm and compare the proposed selection method against the other three methods. Conclusions and possible future works are given in Section 6.
II. RELATED WORK
When the trustworthiness of cloud services are evaluated and selected, users face different context-aware and individualized needs; it is difficult for users to accurately select the cloud service. A user can't use all cloud services, and a cloud service can't be called by all users. The cloud service is released by the cloud service publisher (such as the cloud center) may be obtained in the test environment, and there is a certain gap between the user perception and the user's situation, including the user's location, preferences, interests, usage history, etc. Because users are affected by their own abilities and subjective factors [1] , they may not be able to accurately express their own service attribute preferences. At the same time, cloud services are dynamically changing service capabilities. The existing trust model lacks a flexible mechanism, and it is difficult to accurately capture real-time trust. The consideration of node malicious behavior suppression is not sufficient [2] . Because trust evaluation has the characteristics of timeliness, transitivity and multidimensionality, it is necessary to have an effective strategy to improve the accurate measurement of cloud service trust.
Cloud service selections have been been researched by scholars at home and abroad. Li et al. [3] proposed a cloud service selection method, the service attribute weight is using AHP, and then the trust degree is calculated to select the cloud service. Wang et al. [4] proposed a DCS method, cloud service broker manages cloud services, and finally choose the service that the user needs. Smithamol and Rajeswari [5] proposed a trust management middleware (TMM), TMM conducts service selection by integrating subjective evaluation and objective evaluation. A new trust evaluation framework used to indicate optimal trust metrics [6] . Yang et al. [7] proposed a QoS-aware cloud service selection strategy, which uses AHP to select cloud services. Choi and Jeong [8] proposed a system that considers the preferences of each service attribute and selects the service by preference. Tang et al. [9] proposed a CF (Collaborative Filtering, CF)-based method for predicting cloud service QoS values.
Although cloud service has many advantages, the real-time trust of cloud services is an important problem for users. Multi-attribute trusted cloud service evaluation and selection are proposed in paper [10] and [11] , the trustworthiness evaluation where missing value predictions are commonly taken into account. Currently, many service selection methods have researched user preference, such as the cloud service selection model [12] , a novel service selection strategy [13] . Wang and Wu [14] proposed a framework, especially researched on reliability, quantitative trustworthiness measurement, trust factor uniformity, trust factor classification, trust coordination and multi-standard analysis of trustworthiness decision. Somu et al. [15] proposed a Hypergraph-Binary Fruit Fly Optimization based service ranking Algorithm (HBF-FOA),it selects a cloud service provider by evaluating trust. Fan et al. [16] proposed a multi-dimensional trustaware cloud service selection mechanism; it considered perception-based trust value and reputation based trust value. Li et al. [17] proposed a cloud service selection method; it considered user privacy information. Liu and Chen [18] proposed a novel clustering and trust perception based method to predict accuracy and recommendation quality.
However, there are some limitations in the methods of papers [19] and [20] for malicious evaluation and trustworthiness of cloud service. PeerTrust [21] is a reputation-based trust framework, which includes a coherent adaptive trust model to compute the trustworthiness of peers. PeerTrust model has certain resistance to malicious behavior, and introduces the transaction context coefficient as a parameter of reputation evaluation, which reflects the actual contribution of different nodes. However, Peer Trust can't effectively detect and punish nodes that use the swaying behavior to deceive the trust mechanism. In the large-scale network environment, due to the sparseness of transactions, the similarity nodes may cause large errors and affect the accuracy of trust evaluation. Mohsenzadeh et al. [22] proposed a new trust model based on fuzzy mathematics, which can select services based on the attributes and semantics of trust. However, it does not consider the level of cloud services and cloud service trust dynamic update. Alhanahnah et al. [23] proposes a context-aware multifaceted trust framework (CAMFT), it is evaluating trustworthiness of cloud services. CAMTF is flexible and context aware,it considers trust factors, users and services. It also didn't con consider the issue of trust penalties. There are also other SLA-based service selection methods [24] - [26] , based on trust-based recommended service selection methods [27] - [30] , which ignore user interactions [31] , [32] .
Comparing to other cloud service selection methods, the CSSM-TUPC method has many advantages. It proposes a hierarchical clustering algorithm based on user preference similarity. Since the feature parameters of the cloud model can represent the overall characteristics of each user, it is more accurate to calculate the similarity between users. The final recommendation trust is more accurate. Because the sources of the rating not only come from the neighbors, but also from the same cluster domain as the user, the recommended range is wider, and this can overcome the problem of evaluation data sparsely. 
III. DEFINITIONS AND THE SYSTEM MODEL

Definition 3 (Cloud Model):
Set U is a quantitative domain, and C represents a qualitative concept of U . x ∈ U , x is a random implementation of C, and x as the determination for
x is a cloud on the quantitative domain U , and x is named a cloud drop [33] . The three numerical characteristics of the cloud model -expected E x (expected value), entropy E n (entropy), super entropy He (hyper entropy). E x represents the point of a qualitative concept, entropy E n represents the uncertainty of the qualitative concept and super entropy He is used to measure the uncertainty of entropy [34] , they are denoted as V (E x , E n , H e ).
B. CLOUD SERVICES SELECTION MODEL
The cloud service selection framework is shown in Fig.1 . It consists of cloud service registration centers, cloud service trust management, cloud service providers, user preference similarity measurement and trust feedback monitoring. Firstly, cloud services are registered to the cloud service registration center, and then user requests a personalized preference request. Secondly, the user service attribute weight preference similarity, user-service attribute score similarity and user evaluation similarity are calculated by the cloud model-based method. Finally, the improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to quickly cluster the user preference domain through the threshold, and the reasonable recommendation trust degree is obtained through the optimal user cluster domain. The feedback monitoring is a direct trust dynamic updating mechanism, after the user invokes the cloud service; the user makes feedback, which consists of evaluation, attenuation factor and penalty factors [35] .
C. CLOUD SERVICES SELECTION PROCESS
The CSSM-TUPC is a trustworthiness evaluation and selection method based on trust modeling. The cloud service selection process is shown in Fig.2 .
The steps of the cloud service selection process are as follows:
Step1: Register. Cloud services are registered to the cloud service registration center.
Step2: Request. The user requests a personalized preference request.
Step3: Clustering. It is performed by an improved condensed hierarchical clustering method based on user preference similarity, and then the optimal user clustering structure is obtained by cluster structure degree S(C), get the best user domain.
Step4: Calculate the comprehensive trust CST . The comprehensive trust are consist of the final direct trust and the recommendation trust, the recommendation trust including the intra-domain recommendation trust degree and the extra-domain recommendation trust degree.
Step5: Judge the CST vale. Denote the minimum overall trust of users who are full of demand as ϕ. If CST ≥ ϕ, then go to step 6, otherwise, go to step 2.
Step6: Service request call. The system provides the cloud service with the highest level of trust CST to the user.
IV. CLOUD SERVICE SELECTION ALGORITHMS A. DIRECT TRUST
Denote the combination weight as w j , and the direct trust as DT . The objective weight is calculated using the improved entropy weighting method, and the subjective weight is calculated using AHP [35] - [37] . The DT of cloud service is shown in equation (2) .
Attenuation time and transaction amount also play an important role in the calculation of direct trust.
1) ATTENUATION TIME
The behavior of users is not static as their behavior may change with time. When the evaluation is closer to the current time, it reflects the user's recent behavior more accurately.
R U i (CS j ) represents the user's evaluation of service CS j , which is an evaluation by U i for CS j ; t indicates the current time. t R U i (CS j ) indicates the time when the user U i evaluates the CS j . Denote the decay time factor as T (U i ),it is shown in equation (3).
2) ATTENUATION AMOUNT
We consider that the transaction amount plays an important role in the calculation of direct trust. Denote the i-th transaction amount as m i ; and the attenuation factor M (U i ) is shown in equation (4) .
Denote the final attenuation factor as φ(U i ), which is composed of the time decay factor and the transaction amount decay factor, and
3) PENALTY FACTOR
In the real world, the growth of trust between the two sides is slow, but the rate of decline in mutual trust is fast. Once the transaction fails, the untrusted party is punished. Denote the penalty factor after each transaction as σ .
In equation (6), f represents the parameters of penalty factor, if the transaction is successful, f = 0, otherwise, f = −1. If cloud services have very low user satisfaction, it will be punished. The penalty factor is positively correlated with the reputation of the evaluator. The higher the reputation of the evaluator, the greater the penalty factor if he wants to punish the service. The penalty factor is shown in equation (6); m represents the number of times, and denotes the interactive evaluation of the invoked cloud service trust as T (C i ).
4) FINAL DIRECT TRUST
We combine equations (2), (5) and (6), and the final direct trust is shown in equation (7).
The user invokes the cloud service and makes feedback, which consists of evaluation, attenuation factor and penalty factors. More details can be found in [35] .
B. RECOMMENDED TRUST 1) USER PREFERENCE SIMILARITY MEASURE BASED ON CLOUD MODEL
Definition 4: Integrated Cloud Model. The digital features of the parent cloud are generated by the numerical features of two or more sub clouds of the same type, as shown in equation (8) 
En k (8) If the user rating in the system is large and the user's effective evaluation is small, the user service scoring matrix will become scarce; the user traffic may not reach 0.1% of the total. This may result in traditional similarity measures being less accurate and efficient. The characteristic parameters of the model can represent the overall characteristics of each user, so it is more accurate to calculate the similarity calculation of a user's preference.
a: User-service attributes score similarity User preferences are attenuated over time. In this paper, the time decay factor is established. Denote the decay time of user U 1 as T (U 1 ), and ρ * U 1 ,CS j ,A k represents U 1 of the end user-service attributes score, it is shown in equation (9) .
Denote the attribute of the k-th service as A k , ρ A k represents the user's score of the attribute A k of the cloud service CS j , and the range is an integer of 1 to 5. The service set U 1 evaluated by the m users CS = {CS 1 , CS 2 , · · · , CS i , CS n }, each cloud service contains l attributes, A 1 , A 2 , A k , · · ·, A l . User interacts with cloud services; the algorithm of the reverse cloud is shown as follows.
Algorithm 1 The Algorithm of Reverse Cloud
n // Calculating expectations; 3: for(j=0;j<n; j++)// Calculation entropy; 4: {En
for(j=0;j<n;j++)// Calculating superentropy; (10) .
Denote the combined weight as W A k * , which is calculated by the combined calculation method [35] - [37] . Denote the attribute of the k-th service as A k . (10), and the comprehensive cloud model V U j (Ex U j , En U j , H e U j ) for the attribute evaluation of the user U j can also be obtained. The similarity between users U i and U j for the evaluation of the service attribute is shown in the equation (11) .
Denote the service attributes weight preference similarity as Sim V (U i , U j ) ; it is also calculated by this way.
b: User evaluation similarity
The equation (12) represents the time decay factor.
Denote a score of U i for cloud service CS j as γ , and the value is an integer from 1 to 5. Similarly, set Denote the user-service attribute score similarity of U i , denote U j as sim V (U i , U j ),denote the user evaluation similarity of U i and U j as sim * V (U i , U j ). Sim V (U i , U j ) represents the service attribute weight preference similarity of U i and U j , then they are given different preference weights, Denote the user-service attribute score similarity weight as µ 1 , µ 2 indicates the user evaluation similarity weight, µ 3 indicates the attribute preference similarity weight, and µ 1 + µ 2 + µ 3 = 1. The user preference similarity measure Sim(U i , U j ) is shown in equation (14) . (14) 2) HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING BASED ON USER PREFERENCE SIMILARITY
In this paper, a condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm is adopted to map the similarity between two users to ''distance'', and merge them through certain conditions to form different user domains.
The similarity between node U x and cluster C y is defined as the average preference similarity of single node U x and each node in cluster C y , C y represents the number of clusters C y , and the similarity between nodes and clusters is shown in equation (15) .
The similarity between the cluster C x and the cluster C y that is defined the average preference similarity between each node in the C x cluster and each node in the C y cluster. |C x | represents the number of clusters C x , C y represents the number of clusters C y , and the similarity between clusters is shown in equation (16) .
The cluster cohesion is shown in Fig. 3 , and the cluster separation is shown in Fig. 4 . The cohesiveness of a cluster is defined as the weighted sum of all edges in the proximity map of points within the cluster. U i and U j are two objects in the cluster, denote the x-th cluster as C x , and C y represents the y-th cluster, where |C x | and C y represent the number of the cluster. Set ∀C x ⊆ CSU , C x = ∅, the cluster cohesion of C x is shown in equation (17) . The cluster separation is shown in the equation (18) .
The traditional condensed clustering algorithm combines the smallest two classes into one class with a merge threshold of 2, resulting in poor cohesion and high time complexity, which can't be used for big data samples.
The basic idea is as follows: At the beginning, each object is a single class, the classes smaller than the distance threshold θ are merged. The threshold θ is re-valued after the merge.
In the equation (19) , min(C l ) = min{separation(C k , C y )| C k , C y ⊆ C, C k = C y }, denote the minimum value of similarity with other clusters as min(C l ), max(C k ) represents the maximum value of similarity with other clusters, max(C k ) = max{separation(C k , C y )|C k , C y ⊆ C, C k = C y }, and C as the number of clusters. Denote the scale factor as µ, and 0 ≤ µ ≤ 0.1. This paper proposes an evaluation function, which considers the distance between classes and between classes. For each cluster structure C, the cluster structure is shown in equation (20) .
In the equation (20), denote the cluster C k node similarities as between user similarity within the cluster and user similarity without clusters. If the division of a cluster can make S(C) reach the maximum value, it will be the best tree structure of hierarchical clustering.
The hierarchical clustering process based on user preference similarity is shown in Fig.5 .
Step1: Collect information. User's preferences and service evaluation information are collected.
Step2: Calculate three types of similarity. The user service attribute weight preference similarity, the user-service attribute score similarity and the user evaluation similarity are calculated by the cloud model based method.
Step3: User preference similarity measure.
Step4: Clustering user preference domain. The user preference domain is quickly clustered by the threshold θ , and if the similarity between the two clusters is less than θ , the merge is performed.
Step5: Judge the S(C). If the division of a cluster can make S(C) reach the maximum value, it will be the optimal tree structure of the improved condensed hierarchical cluster. The K value is used as a threshold to determine the number of clusters. Otherwise return to Step3.
The hierarchical clustering method is a traditional clustering method. It includes ''top-down'' split-level clustering and ''bottom-up'' condensed hierarchical clustering. The ''bottom-up'' condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm is described. N objects are given, and the distance matrix of n * n is calculated. The traditional cohesive hierarchical clustering algorithm is described as follows:
Step1: n objects are divided into n classes; Step2: Two most similar classes are combined into a new class;
Step3: Recalculate distances between classes; Step4: Repeat Step2 and Step3 until the end of the cluster is reached. This paper chooses the single-linkage method to calculate the distance between classes. The condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm can identify clusters of different sizes and shapes, and it is not necessary to estimate the number of clusters. However, the distance between two classes needs to be calculated, the computational complexity is high, and the time efficiency of condensing is very low. Therefore, this paper improves the condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm and sets the similarity threshold θ : if the distance of the classes is smaller than θ , they are merged. This can reduce the merge time and number of iterations.
The improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm is shown in Fig. 6 .
Step1: User CSU = {U 1 , U 2 , U i , · · · , U m } is considered as a cluster class C i = {U i } with a single member,and denotes the cluster as
Step2: We denote the cluster classes as m, and each user as a cluster class, then calculate D sim (C x , C y ) via the equation (16) , and calculate the similarity sim(U i , U j ) between m users;
Step3: User preference similarity measure, we calculate similarity threshold θ = min(C l ) + µ(min(C l ) + max(C k )), if D sim (C x , C y ) < θ, we combine C x and C y into a new cluster,then get a new cluster C = {C 1 , · · ·, C i , · · ·, C m−1 };
Step 4: Repeat the above steps to calculate the similarity between the new class and the current cluster, until the number of clusters reaches a set threshold, then perform step 5, otherwise perform step Step3;
Step 5: Select K as the threshold to determine the number of clusters.
The algorithm of the threshold-based condensed hierarchical is shown as follows.
3) FINAL RECOMMENDATION TRUST
The trust of cloud services may be affected by the false evaluations of malicious users. It is not appropriate to use the average value of feedback evaluations of all users as the trust value of cloud services. In this paper, the user preference similarity problem is considered when calculating the trust degree of the cloud service. The similarity of the user-service attribute score, the similarity of the user service attribute and the similarity of the user evaluation are calculated by the cloud model-based method. Finally, the class user preference domain is obtained by the optimal user clustering structure, and then we calculate the intra-domain recommendation trust degree and the extra-domain recommendation trust degree through different domains, so that the final recommendation trust degree is more accurate.
a: Intra-domain recommendation trust
The number of cloud services CS i in the user domain is n, A represents the user requester, B j represents a user who has used the cloud service CS i . Denote the direct trust value of the domain recommender B j for the cloud service CS i as DT B j CS i
. If the recommender B j has called the cloud service CS i multiple times, the direct trust value of B j is calculated by equation (7). DT A B j indicates the trust value of user A for the recommender B j in the same domain. When user A interacts with cloud service CS i , denote the intra-domain recommendation trusts as T in , which is shown in equation (21) .
The number of users of the cloud service CS i is m, C j represents the user that has used the cloud service CS i , and DT
C j CS i
represents the direct trust value of the cloud service CS i by the extra-domain recommender C j . If the user C j calls the cloud service CS i multiple times, the equation (7) is used to calculate the direct trust value for the cloud service CS i . When the user A interacts with the cloud service CS i , denote 
threshold between classes; 9: if D sim (C x , C y ) < θ // Whether the similarity between classes is less than the threshold θ , and all classes less than θ are merged; 10: do; 11: C x = C x ∪ C y ; 12: delete C y ; 13: k = k − 1; 14: end; 15: until k=1//All classes are merged into one class; 16: return C. the extra-domain recommended trust value as T out , which is shown in equation (22) .
When user A interacts with cloud service CS i , it considers the intra-domain recommendation trust and extra-domain recommendation trust, and RT
CS i A
represents the recommendation trust degree of user A to cloud service CS i . We can set the trust level in the domain a higher weight. Denote the intra-domain recommendation trust weight as ξ , and the final recommendation trust is as follows: . Set α as the weight of the direct trust, and set β as the weight of the recommended trust, where α + β = 1. If the user is more convinced of his trading experience judgment, then the direct trust weight can take a larger value. If the user is interacting with the cloud service for the first time, the recommended trust can take a larger weight. The comprehensive trust degree CST t i A,CS k is shown in equation (24) . The ultimate goal of QoS attribute value prediction is to minimize the gap between the predicted and observed values. We introduce the loss function to define the gap as follows:
V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS A. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM ANALYSIS 1) USER PREFERENCE DOMAIN ACCURACY Denote the attribute of cloud service as
, the value e of the attribute is randomly generated, and 1 ≤ e ≤ 5, it is an integer. w k indicates the degree of preference of the attribute, denote the number of attributes as w k , w = {w 1 , w 2 , w k , · · · , w l },and 0 ≤ w k ≤ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ l, l = 4, l represents the number of attributes, the four attributes of the cloud service are time, availability, reliability and reputation and
The experimental environment for user preference domain accuracy and performance analysis is the MyEclipse Professional 2014 platform, which uses CloudSim simulation tools for simulation experiments. We perform entity initialization, and then perform node interaction as needed to collect trust value data samples. Denote users as CSU , and denote cloud service as CS. We evaluated cloud services according to different performance parameters such as a set memory and bandwidth. Set the number of cloud services is 100, the number of users is 120, and the 120 users were divided into 4 groups. Assume that each group of users had the same attribute preference. Each user selected m (1<m<30) service and according to itself. The user's comprehensive evaluation value for the service uses the weighted average of the service's QoS parameters and weighting factors.
This paper uses the D function comparison method to verify the accuracy of the algorithm for user preference domain [38] , and use the simulation data set to carry out simulation experiments. The clustering structure using the clustering algorithm of this paper,it is compared with the clustering structure using k-means clustering algorithm. A and B are two sets, A B represents the similarity of the two sets, and (A B ) (Ā B) (the full space ofĀ andB is A B) indicates the dissimilarity of the two sets. Therefore, denote the similarity as s,denote and the dissimilarity as d,they are shown in equation (25) .
There are two different clusters for the two different partitioning results. The comparison rules as follows:
Step1: We compare and analyze the two sets, the maximum similarities is a pair, and then sort the similarity;
Step2: The similarity of each pair according to the pairing; VOLUME 7, 2019 Step3: Obtain the values of the similarities of the two partitioning algorithms.
X and Y are paired sets, C represents the total number of cluster set pairs, and S ∈ [0, 1]. The larger the value of S, the greater the similarity between them, on the same time, the dissimilarity D can be obtained.
The accuracy analysis of the cluster domain structure detection is shown in Figure 7 , D represents the dissimilarity of two different cluster structures, S represents two different cluster structures, and K represents the number of simulation data simulations. The experimental results show that the clustering structure of the clustering algorithm and the clustering structure of the k-means clustering algorithm have a high similarity S, the average value is 0.9, and the dissimilarity D is very low, it shows that the user preference domain clustering algorithm of this paper has higher accuracy and stability.
2) PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We proposed an improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm. In order to detect the performance of the algorithm, the traditional condensed hierarchical clustering method is compared. 40, 80 and 120 samples were clustered separately, and then the number of clusters, the number of iterations and the running time are analyzed. Denote the proportionality factor of equation (19) as µ. The comparative analysis of the condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm is shown in Table 1 .
The results show that the clustering numbers of the two methods are the same, but the proposed method performs better than the traditional one in terms of the number of iterations and running time of clustering. The convergence speed of the improved algorithm is much higher than that of the traditional algorithm, indicating that the improved algorithm is feasible and effective.
3) PREDICTIVE RECOMMENDATION VERIFICATION
Definition 5(Performance Evaluation Parameters): We proposed an improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm, in order to detect the performance of the algorithm, the traditional condensed hierarchical clustering method is compared, and then the number of clusters, the number of iterations and the running time are analyzed. Denote the mean absolute error as MAE; denote the root mean squared error as RMSE, they are used as the recommended accuracy standard. The smaller of the value, the clustering algorithm recommended in this paper is better.
The validity of the clustering algorithm was tested using the standard data set MovieLens from the website https://movielens.org/. The standard data set has 1,682 movies, 943 users and 100,000 user ratings for the movie, with a rating of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 90% of the data set is used as the training set, and the remaining 10% is used as the test set.
The user preference domain is quickly clustered by the threshold θ to obtain the optimal user clustering structure. Since the user-recommended scoring source is not only from the neighbor but also from the user in the same cluster domain as the user, the predicted score or the recommended trust is more accurate, and then the user u i is predicted to score p u i ,I k on the unrated item I k , which is shown in equation (27) . (27) As shown in the equation (27) , r U i represents the average score of the user U i , the neighbor U j is in the same preference domain as the user U i , and ∀U i , U j ∈ C y indicates that U i and U j belong to the same cluster domain C y , r U j ,I k represents the score of U j on item I k . If the score is closer to the actual score, it means that the improved condensed hierarchical clustering recommendation algorithm is effective. Denote the mean absolute error as MAE and the root mean squared error as RMSE. They are used as the recommended accuracy standard. The smaller the value is, the better the clustering algorithm is. Denote the number of items as N , p u i is the predicted score, and q u i is the actual score. The MAE is shown in equation (28), and the RMSE is shown in equation (29) .
The cluster recommendation algorithm in this paper is compared with the other two recommended methods. The first method is BP-CF, it is a collaborative filtering algorithm (BP-CF) for predicting users' scores by BP neural network [39] ; the second method is (CosineBased CF, it is a traditional cosine-based co-filtering algorithm (Cosine-Based CF). The experimental comparison results of MAE were shown in Fig. 8 , RMSE were shown in Fig.9 .
As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , the improved condensed hierarchical clustering recommendation algorithm proposed in this paper has the lowest MAE and RMSE, it means that the algorithm is more effective. The BP-CF algorithm is an algorithm that uses neural networks for scoring prediction. Although it reduces the sparseness of the data set, it extends the time to find the nearest neighbor set. Cosine-Based CF uses cosine similarity to calculate user similarity, few users lead to ratings; it can't overcome the cold start problem. This paper proposes an improved condensed hierarchical clustering recommendation algorithm; the characteristic parameters of the cloud model can represent the overall characteristics of each user, so it is more accurate to calculate the similarity calculation of a user's preference. Finally, the user preference similarity between each user is used to perform hierarchical clustering of user preference similarity, because the user-recommended scoring source is not only from the neighbors, but from the user in the same cluster domain as the user, the calculated prediction score is more accurate. Experiments showed that the improved algorithm was feasible and effective.
B. SUCCESS RATE OF CLOUD SERVICES SELECTIONS
Definition 6: Interaction Success Rate. In a specific time, denote the total number of simulations as n, denote the success rate of success as ξ , and denote the minimum acceptable satisfaction as τ . User satisfaction refers to the ratio of the actual level of service to the user's expectations. It is calculated by the price, time, availability, etc. Set τ = 0.75, after each task call, if the satisfaction is above 0.75, then the interaction is considered successful, denote the total number of times as n (SD≥τ ) , the trust value exceeds the user can accept the minimum satisfaction, and the interaction success rate is shown in equation (30) .
In this paper, the experimental data set for the service selection algorithm uses the Epinions.com website rating data set [40] , which is collected by Massa and Avesani. The rating_data.txt data set contains 664 824 comments from 49 290 users on 139 738 projects. Epinions contain key information with scoring information, trust, and TEXT format; they are used for social network analysis, information processing and classification.
This section method compares CSSM-TUPC with the other three methods. The first method: random service selection (RSS), it randomly selects a service that meets the user's functional requirements. The second method is PeerTrust model [21] ; it is a reputation-based trust framework, which includes a coherent adaptive trust model to compute the trustworthiness of peers. The third method is proposed by paper [22] , it is a new trust model based on fuzzy mathematics, which can select services based on the attributes and semantics of trust. As shown in Fig.10 , it is the success rates for different numbers of transactions. Paper [22] proposed a new trust model based on fuzzy mathematics, which can select services based on the attributes and semantics of trust. However, it does not consider the level of cloud services and cloud service trust dynamic update. PeerTrust is a reputation-based trust framework, which includes a coherent adaptive trust model to compute the trustworthiness of peers. PeerTrust model has certain resistance to malicious behavior. However, PeerTrust can't effectively detect and punish nodes that use the swaying behavior to deceive the trust mechanism. In the large-scale network environment, due to the sparseness of transactions, the use of similarity computing nodes may cause large errors and affect the accuracy of trust evaluation. RSS have the lowest interaction success rates.
There are many advantages of the CSSM-TUPC method. It proposes an improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm based on user preference similarity. Since the feature parameters of the cloud model can represent the overall characteristics of each user, it is more accurate to calculate the similarity between users. The final calculated recommendation trust is also more accurate. Because the user recommends the source of the rating not only from the neighbors, but from the users in the same cluster domain as the user, the recommended range is wider, which can overcome the problem of evaluation data sparsely. The interactive success ranking is CSSM-TUPC > Paper [22] Model > Peer Trust > RSS.
Three types of service nodes: Class A: a goodwill node. It is always providing real service and evaluation nodes; Class B: a random node. It is a node that provides a file transaction service at random, and may provide real services or false services.
Class C: a malicious node. It is a node that always provides false service capabilities.
Simulation experiment parameters and values are shown in Table 2 .
As shown in Fig. 11 , the class A is a goodwill node that always provides real service, and the comprehensive trust degree is above 0.9. For class B nodes, the services are provided by the service provider may be true or false. Nodes are often malicious and have a trust value of around 0.6. For Class C nodes, since false services are always provided, the punitive factors play a role, and the trust degree will drop rapidly, forcing the nodes to provide real services to improve trust. In this context, the method in this paper can quickly identify malicious services and can quickly reflect the current trust of the service.
As shown in Fig.12 , there are many advantages of the CSSM-TUPC method. It proposes an improved condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm based on user preference similarity. Since the feature parameters of the cloud model can represent the overall characteristics of each user, it is more accurate to calculate the similarity between users. The final calculated recommendation trust is also more accurate. Paper [22] proposed a new trust model based on fuzzy mathematics, which can select services based on the attributes and semantics of trust. However, it does not consider the level of cloud services and cloud service trust dynamic update. PeerTrust can't effectively detect and punish nodes that use the swaying behavior to deceive the trust mechanism. In the large-scale network environment, due to the sparseness of transactions, the use of similarity computing nodes may cause large errors and affect the accuracy of trust evaluation. The interactive success rate is the highest. The rank of the success rate of the four methods of interaction is: CSSM-TUPC > Paper [22] Model > PeerTrust > RSS.
VI. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the problem of cloud service trustworthiness metric and node malicious behavior suppression, this paper proposes a CSSM-TUPC method. Firstly, the similarity of user service attribute preferences, user service attribute scores and user evaluation similarities are calculated by a cloud model-based method. The feature parameters of the cloud model can represent the overall characteristics of each user, so it is more accurate to calculate the similarity calculation of a user's preference. Secondly, the improved hierarchical clustering algorithm is used to cluster the users to form the user preference domain. Through the optimal user preference domain, we can get the effective recommendation trust degree. Finally, the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed condensed hierarchical clustering algorithm are verified. At the same time, the experiment results of the service selection algorithm were also analyzed. The service selection algorithm of this paper considers the attenuation of direct trust and penalty factors; it can accurately measure the trust of cloud services in real time. It is an effective strategy that allows users to select the cloud services.
We proposed a CSSM-TUPC method, the random node and malicious node suppression problems are studied, but the malicious attacks on the collusion nodes and complex nodes need further research. Cloud service selection of for mobile social network will also be researched in further. 
